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TTMO (Texas Teen Models Offi-
cial) is an organization dedicated 
to encouraging the development 

of a positive lifestyle in the teenagers of 
today. TTMO also helps promote local 
businesses and creatives through collab-
orative efforts with members of Team 
TTMO.

TTMO is based in Dallas, TX and op-
erates primarily in the Dallas-Fort Worth 
area.

TTMO MISSION STATEMENT

Our main goal is to inspire the following 
message:

Although Team TTMO is composed of 
experienced teen models, modeling and 
participating in creative photoshoots are 
just a portion of what we do. TTMO tries 
to promote the beauty within us all. We 
believe discovering our own individuali-
ty begins with the efforts at kindness that 
we share with the world around us.

TTMO tries to develop this by instill-

WEB
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info@ttmomag.com
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@TTMOmag

FACEBOOK
@TTMOmag

TIKTOK
@TTMOmag

“Individuality is our 
greatest strength: we can 
discover who we are by 

embracing our differences, 
having integrity and 

personal accountability, 
building up our 

communities, and valuing 
every human life.”

MAGAZINE

TM

ing a strong sense of positivity, integrity, 
individuality, diversity, equality, person-
al accountability, and dedication to each 
person’s work.

TTMO delivers this message by rec-
ognizing the positive efforts of these 
young individuals and showcasing those 
efforts in TTMO Magazine, as well as 
online via Instagram, Facebook, and tt-
momag.com.

TTMO strongly encourages the im-
provement of our team members by re-
quiring that each member regularly par-
ticipate in positive activities including 
community service projects, assisting 
their peers whenever possible, and mak-
ing public appearances to encourage our 
mission statement with others.

If you’re interested in working togeth-
er with TTMO, hiring one or more of our 
talented teen models, or would like to be 
considered for a future project, please 
contact us via email or message us on In-
stagram or Facebook. We look forward 
to hearing from you! ■
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Norma Finnen
Stylist

@finfab--fashionista
Norma Finnen

The TTMO Glam Squad is the creative team responsible for the TTMO models' hair, make-up, and styling. The Glam Squad is composed of profes-
sional artists who provide services in and around the DFW area.

LET'S UNLEASH YOUR INNER BEAUTYTOGETHER WE CAN ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING

GLAM SQUAD
The TTMO Elite Models Team help plan and create the content for TTMO 
Magazine every month. They promote TTMO's message and express themselves 
creatively through their articles and through photos in collaboration with 
TTMO's photography team. The Models Team Officers are veteran members 
responsible for making major decisions involving the TTMO Models.

ELITE MODELS TEAM

Fai Watson
Makeup Artist

@fai--slaythebeat
Fai Watson

J Anthony
Makeup Artist

@janthonymua
J Anthony Martinez

Ashley Rasco
Makeup Artist

@zaydsbeauty
Ashley Rasco

Alexus Condé
Stylist

@Alexus--conde
Alexus Condé

Sally Alvarez
Makeup Artist/Hair Stylist

@sallyarkbeauty
Sally Alvarez

Vee Matthews
Makeup Artist

@veematthewsartistry
Vee Matthews

Avery Stevens (age 16)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@averyannstevens
@Avery.stevensss
Avery Stevens

Bella Fenoglio (age 17)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@bellafenoglio
@bellafenoglio
Isabella Fenoglio

Kyle Gibson (age 17)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@kylexdean
@dtx.kyle.dean
Kyle Gibson

Morgan Krizek (age 17)
TTMO Elite Models Team Officer

@modelmorganraine
@morgankrizek--

Arianna Hailey (age 16)
TTMO Elite Model

@itsari.aleise
@itsari.aleise

Kaylee Davis (age 17)
TTMO Elite Model

@kayleedavis
@kayleedavissss
Kaylee Davis

Mya Jones (age 17)
TTMO Elite Model

@myajjoness
@myajjoness
Mya Jones

Kolten Kirschke (age 16)
TTMO Elite Model

@koltenkirschke
Kolten Kirschke

Miles Maresch (age 16)
TTMO Elite Model

@milesmaresch
@mtmmiles
Miles Maresch

Madison Partee (age 17)
TTMO Elite Model

@madison--partee
@madison.partee
Madison Partee



The TTMO Photography Team consists of professional photographers from the DFW area. They provide the primary photographic 
content for TTMO Magazine by working closely with the TTMO Elite Models Team. The Photography Team Officers are responsible for 
any major decisions involving the TTMO photographers.

PHOTOGRAPHY TEAM

TTMO Magazine Art Director
TTMO Photography Officers Team Lead
TTMO Team Photographer

Ivan is a portrait photographer and graphic designer based in Euless, TX who 
specializes in creative, lifestyle, and editorial photography. He strives to depict 
interesting narratives with his photos, but also enjoys creating portraits that 
showcase his subject's beauty. Ivan typically shoots on-location, usually in a 
natural setting, and his photography tends to center on concepts and themes 
that celebrate femininity and female empowerment.

Avery Stevens
Photo by Ivan

IVAN FLORES

@iflo.photo
Ivan Flores

HECTOR JAVIER "JAVI" GONZALEZ

TTMO Photography Team Officer
TTMO Team Photographer

Javi holds a Bachelors in Graphic Design and is currently teaches digital arts. 
He found his passion for photography in 2015 when he was asked to photo-
graph a wedding. He loves all genres of photography, but currently specializes 
in weddings and portraits. Visit his website to see his full portfolio. 

Kaylee Davis
Photo by Javi

@hectorjavier--Gonzalez
Hector Javier Gonzalez

HECTOR REYES
TTMO Photography Team Officer
TTMO Team Photographer

Hector is a fashion photographer located in Dallas, TX. He holds degrees in 
engineering and has had a camera in his hand for over 20 years. He shoots 
both studio and natural light and works hard to create striking images that 
celebrate life in all its forms. His work has been described as professional, 
clean and modern. Hector has photographed new and experienced models 
and entertainers for years. His background in engineering combined with 
years of experience as a fashion and lifestyle photographer results in modern, 
stylish images his clients love.

Morgan Krizek
Photo by Hector

@hectors.images
Hector Reyes

TTMO Team Photographer 

Ed is a north DFW area photographer in Little Elm. He strives for image ex-
cellence and over the last six years has served the area with family, maternity, 
newborn, quinceañera, senior, sports, dance, wedding, destination wedding, 
and corporate headshot photography; fashion, editorial, and glamour photog-
raphy; and even pet photography.

Kolten Kirschke
Photo by Ed

ED WASSON

@ewassonphotography
Ed Wasson

TTMO Team Photographer 

Greg Daniels is a Dallas based photographer whose work focuses on creative 
photography with many years of providing clients, both fashion and editorial, 
with images that consistently deliver superior quality and innovative style. He 
approaches each shoot and assignment as a vehicle to create images that are 
visually appealing and uniquely original. Applying technical skill and expert 
knowledge of lighting and pictorial composition, Greg is considered one of 
Texas's preeminent photographers.

Mya Jones
Photo by Greg

GREG DANIELS

@gregdanielsphoto
Greg Daniels

TTMO Team Photographer 

Jeff is a Dallas, TX based photographer who's goal is to create captivating 
beauty, lifestyle, environmental, and portrait photos. 

Arianna Hailey
Photo by Jeff

JEFF PECK

@DFW--shutterbug
Jeff Peck

TTMO Team Photographer 

Allen is a world renowned paleontologist. He was working at a dig site just out-
side Snakewater, Montana when he was invited by John Hammond to attend 
and evaluate Hammond's new dinosaur park. Allen agreed to Hammond's 
invitation to tour the park, finding it difficult to turn down the request from a 
major financial donor, unaware that Hammond had cloned living dinosaurs. 
During a massive storm, the dinosaurs escaped, and Allen became stranded 
in the park with Hammond's grandchildren. However, using his ingenuity, he 
was able to escape after a only a few minor mishaps. He enjoys running in the 
rain, climbing trees, and throwing road flares.

Bella Fenoglio
Photo by Allen

ALLEN ENT

@ent.portraits
Allen Ent
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OMAR RAMOS
TTMO Elite Photographer 

Omar is a photographer with a love for storytelling. Born and raised in Brook-
lyn New York, Omar began assisting New York City fashion photographers 
Terry Weir and Phyllis Cuington, where he began his career in commercial 
portrait photography. Omar’s photography has been seen in national publi-
cations and trade circulations nationwide and published through marketing 
and music productions. He enjoys a wide variety of clients from top talent and 
model agencies to fortune 500 corporations.

Avery Stevens
Photo by Omar

@photosbyomar
Omar Ramos

TTMO Elite Photographer

Warren is a Dallas-based photographer whose primary areas of focus are fash-
ion, lifestyle and beauty concepts. He has been actively shooting in the studio, 
on location and traveling to events like New York fashion Week for the past 
5 years. His work is regularly published in glamour, fashion, lifestyle and cre-
ative art magazines in the U.S. and internationally.

Kyle Gibson
Photo by Warren

WARREN ANDERSON

@andersonphotoshoots
Warren Anderson

JULIEN KIBLER
TTMO Elite Photographer

A photographer originally from France but living in the DFW metroplex for 
the last 10 years, photography has been a passion of Julien's since he was a 
child. Julien has worked hard to teach himself photography and photo editing 
and is proud to be a self-made professional photographer. Julien's other pas-
sion is traveling the world, which blends very well with his love of photogra-
phy. Couples photography, including wedding and engagement photos, is one 
of Julien's professional specialties.

Madison Partee
Photo by Julien

@julien--kibler--studio
Julien Kibler

TTMO Elite Photographer

Kelvin started his photography career days when digital cameras didn't exist. 
Every shot must be right out of the camera to create that perfect moment 
for clients. He is a wedding and portrait photographer that creates timeless 
memories for his clients. His photography techniques focus heavily on OCF 
(off camera flash) and natural light to create timeless moments. He is a pub-
lished photographer and his work has been on many front and back covers for 
TTMO magazine and MMMagazine. He is also a creator of the Dallas OCF 
Group (facebook.com/groups/dallasocf) and he teaches OCF workshops.

Kaylee Davis
Photo by Kelvin

KELVIN PHAN

@kelvinphanstudio
Kelvin Phan

TTMO Elite Photographer 

A DFW-area sports, portrait, and fashion photographer who shoots outdoors, 
on-location, and in-studio. When he's not doing photography, you can find 
him at his "day job" underwriting middle market private debt and equity in-
vestments.

Mya Jones
Photo by Kyle

KYLE OKITA

@kyleokitaphotography
Kyle Okita

TTMO Elite Photographer 

A Dallas based photographer with 3 years of experience shooting both 
natural light and Off-Camera Flash. He strives to capture the very best of his 
clients while having fun in the process. You can often find him flexing his 
creative muscle alongside his OCF photo partner in crime, Kelvin Phan.

Bella Fenoglio
Photo by MQ

MQ NGUYEN

@mqprostudio
MQ Nguyen

TTMO Team Photographer 

An Arlington, TX based photographer who loves photographing landscapes 
as much as he loves working with models of all skill levels. He grew up in 
the small town of Pampa, TX where he began learning photography from 
his father, a well-respected wedding photographer. John is mostly self-taught 
in photography and editing and constantly strives to learn new lighting and 
editing techniques. 

Miles Maresch
Photo by John

JOHN GRADY

@john--grady--photography
John Grady

AUGUST 2021 GUEST PHOTOGRAPHERS
GUEST TEAM

@milindsphotos
MILIND KOTHARE

@servandomorales_
SERVANDO MORALES

@onixiv3
HECTOR VARELA

@eagletonphotography
BRITTANIE MARION

@eddieyuphotography
EDDIE YU
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T T M O  F E A T U R E D T E A M  P H O T O S H O O T

Photo by: EDDIE YU

We are the leaders of the future and realize the greatness of that 
responsibility. We hope to empower and influence Gen Z to aspire to 
future greatness.

CONCEPT
KOLTEN KIRSCHKE

MODELS
KOLTEN KIRSCHKE
    @koltenkirschke
AVERY STEVENS
    @averyannstevens
ARIANNA HAILEY
    @itsari.aleise
CORI ROBERSON
    @cuurlycoco
DAIJAH BROWN
    @daijahbrown_
KYLE GIBSON
    @kylexdean
LEXI GRAVES
    @lexigraveosofficial
MADISON PARTEE
    @madison_partee
MILES MARESCH
    @milesmaresch

PHOTOGRAPHERS
EDDIE YU
    @eddieyuphotography
HECTOR VARELA
    @onixiv3
KELVIN PHAN
    @kelvinphanstudio
JOHN GRADY
    @john_grady_photography
WARREN ANDERSON
    @andersonphotoshoots

STYLIST
YEMI SOLOMON
    @yglam4u

The FUTURE
 is BRIGHT
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KOLTEN KIRSCHKE

Photo by JOHN GRADYPhoto by KELVIN PHAN
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Photo by EDDIE YU
Photo by HECTOR  VARELA
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ARIANNA HAILEY

Photo by KELVIN PHAN

Photo by KELVIN PHAN
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Photo  by JOHN GRADY Photo by HECTOR  VARELA
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Photo by KELVIN PHAN

MILES MARESCH

Photo  by WARREN ANDERSON
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Photo  by EDDIE YU
Photo by HECTOR VARELA
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Photo by KELVIN PHAN

Photo by KELVIN PHANLEXI GRAVES
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Photo  by EDDIE YU Photo by WARREN ANDERSON
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CORI ROBERSON
Photo by WARREN ANDERSON Photo  by WARREN ANDERSON
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Photo by EDDIE YUPhoto by HECTOR VARELA
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HANNAH AFSHAR

Photo by KELVIN PHAN

Photo by WARREN ANDERSON
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Photo by JOHN GRADY Photo by HECTOR VARELA
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DAIJAH BROWN

Photo by WARREN ANDERSON

Photo by KELVIN PHAN
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Photo by HECTOR VARELA Photo by JOHN GRADY
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AVERY STEVENS Photo by KELVIN PHAN

Photo by KELVIN PHAN
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Photo by EDDIE YU Photo by WARREN ANDERSON
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MADISON PARTEE

Photo by KELVIN PHAN Photo by EDDIE YU
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Photo by JOHN GRADY
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Photo by HECTOR VARELA

KYLE GIBSON
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Photo by EDDIE YU
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As teens we struggle with the 
need to gain independence 
from our parents. It’s that 
time in our life where we 
try to figure out who we 

are and gain more freedom in the choices 
and decisions we make. As we begin our 
journey into adulthood  it’s important to 
try new things, taking on more responsi-
bility, make decisions by ourselves, and 
work out who we want to be in life. Are 
we ready? Are we prepared? This article 
highlights some life skills we need to 
cover on our mission for independence. 
Many teens that struggle in the real world 
are known as ‘boomerang kids’, ready for 
independence but not prepared with basic 
life skills. Let’s cover some of the basic 
skills so we are successful in our indepen-
dence and not ‘boomerang kids’. 

Work Skills
Probably the first thing we start to think 
about is the need for money to buy things 
we need and want. It’s time to start think-
ing about our first job and preparing 
ourselves for the responsibilities that 
come with that job. Do we know how to 
complete a job application, complete an 
interview, arrive on time, and follow in-
structions? These are the things we need 
to start thinking about.  As teens we need 
to recognize and  utilize the support team 
around us to better prepare us in the fu-
ture. First time jobs are the actual step-
ping stones to prepare us for the responsi-
bilities in our career so let’s do our best to 
prepare ourselves for the working world.

Transportation Skills
This preparation is a big one. Taking your 
driver’s course and test to get your driv-
er’s license is the most important part of 
this skill. As we gain our independence, 
we need to get from point A to point B 
all the time and having a driver’s license 
helps us achieve that. It’s not only im-
portant to have our driver’s license, but 
knowing how to navigate through traffic 
and unknown areas using our GPS is a 
skill we must practice and sharpen to feel 
successful in our transportation skills.

Goal Setting Skills
Goal setting skills are essential and know-
ing how to set ourselves up to achieve 
those goals shows we can achieve suc-
cess by ourselves. This is a tough one 
and requires practice and growth even 
for adults.  That’s another reason why 
it’s good to start working on goal setting 
now. As we develop clear and attainable 
goals, meaning we can’t set goals that are 
out of reach or impossible to achieve, we 
build confidence in ourselves. Set a goal, 
create an action plan to reach that goal 
and visualize yourself reaching that goal. 
Keep track of progress and see if there 
needs to be any changes to get you back 
on track. 
 
Emotion Regulation Skills
This skill sounds easy until we actually 
experience it and are aware of how dif-
ficult it can be. Controlling our emotions 
as a teen is already hard, but in order to 
be independent, we must learn to control 
them in the workforce and everywhere 
else. Can you control your temper around 
rude people or setbacks? Do you have 
anxiety? Do you have depression? How 
much confidence do you have when com-
pleting something hard? These are all ca-
pable of producing uncomfortable emo-
tions and we must be prepared to deal 
with them in a healthy way and accept re-
sponsibility for our behavior. Before we 
set out on our mission for independence, 
we need to work on ourselves in this area 
until we are confident in our control.

Dealing with Emergencies
How confident are we in dealing with 
emergencies? This is a skill as a teen we 
will encounter many times and it’s how 
we react that will make all the difference. 
It could be a flat tire, a fire, a serious 
injury, a power outage, the list goes on 
and on. We need to educate ourselves, 
practice, and ask questions in several 
scenarios to better prepare. Most of the 
situations may give us little time to think.  
Learning to stay calm and find a solution 
is what will best prepare us in this area. 
We want to be ready for independence 
and our parents won’t be there to help 

so we must educate ourselves now! Take 
that CPR class, watch that do-it-yourself 
on YouTube, read about life saving tech-
niques, and make your parents show you 
how to change a tire and perform mainte-
nance on your vehicle now.

 
Basic Household Management
This skill will definitely remind us that 
we are gaining our independence from 
our parents. They won’t be there to do 
our laundry, clean our bathroom, cook, 
and do dishes. Do you know how to do 
these things, and are you ready to do 
them without help? Going out to eat gets 
expensive so grocery shopping and cook-
ing meals will be so important. Having 
these skills will prevent you from becom-
ing ‘the boomerang kid’. Set a schedule, 
set your goal and prove to yourself that 
you’re ready and confident in your inde-
pendence.

 
Financial Skills
Last but not least is the toughest of them 
all and probably one of the most import-
ant skills: money management. Many 
teens head out into the world only to find 
themselves thousands of dollars in debt 
in no time. Learning these management 
skills early on makes all the difference 
in the future with your financial security 
going forward. Start with your own bank 
account, get familiar with writing checks, 
using your debit card, and budgeting your 
account. Be aware of credit card debt and 
the interest they charge and don’t take 
risks with high interest loans. Make sure 
you educate yourself on good investments 
and have a backup plan if something hap-
pens and you need emergency funds. This 
management skill takes practice.  It’s im-
portant to start now and continue to learn 
and grow in this area.

 
Working on these skills will help you 

on your mission for independence. You 
will be ready and prepared for future suc-
cess. Don’t become ‘the boomerang kid'.  
Show your independence through prepa-
ration and knowledge. Your support team 
will always be there for you but knowing 
these skills will build your confidence 
and prepare a path for your future. ■

Photo by WARREN ANDERSON

MISSION
INDEPENDENCE
WRITTEN BY KOLTEN KIRSCHKE
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Model
LEXI GRAVES
@lexigravesofficial

Photographer
IVAN FLORES
@iflo.photo

Makeup Artist
SALLY ALVAREZ
@sallyarkbeauty

It's never too early to start planning for your future. 13-year-old model 
LEXI GRAVES shares her thoughts on her plans for the future.

Planning
Y O U R  F U T U R E  D R E A M S

today
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O
ne of the biggest parts 
of being a teenager is 
self-discovery; you are 
figuring out who you are 
and where you fit into 

the world. You are no longer completely 
dependent on your parents to make de-
cisions for you and you have newfound 
responsibilities.  This can be exciting, but 
also a bit overwhelming. While you strive 
to have a well-rounded teenage experi-
ence with all the social events and high 
school milestones you have to look for-
ward to, one question keeps popping up 
that eventually you are going to have to 
face: What happens next? What do you 
want to do with your life and how will 
you choose to leave your mark on the 
world? Will you go on to college? Will 
you become an amazing homemaker 
and dive into parenting? Will you trav-
el abroad and continue the journey of 
self-discovery? 

Your teenage years are the prime time 
to put energy and creative thought into 
what comes next. What is it that excites 
you? What are your talents and passions? 
I can honestly say that since I was lit-
tle, I had pretty much figured out what 
I wanted to do with my life: entertain. I 
have always been pulled toward the en-
tertainment industry… singing and danc-
ing for people came shortly after I could 
walk. Then acting came into play, on stage 
and on camera. Now that I am becoming 
more secure in my appearance, modeling 
is a huge focus for me. The evolution for 
me has been very consistent--each chap-
ter just keeps building on the one before. 
I’m beginning to think and dream bigger 
and have come to a place of confidence 
with myself that only 2 years ago, hidden 
behind glasses, I never thought I would 
find. Ultimately, my goal is to become a 
movie producer. I want to learn all facets 
of the film industry. As of now I have only 
scratched the surface of acting. I want to 
learn how to write, direct, and edit and 
eventually get to a place financially that I 
have my own production company. 
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For me, branding myself is a HUGE 
part of marketing my business and that 
is what I tried to capture during my pho-
toshoot with Ivan (@iflo.photo). Forget 
the mainstream suit and tie and business 
apparel. Since when did work become so 
basic that everyone had to look the same? 
I plan on being a professional while also 
remaining true to myself and expressing 
my personality through clothes and ac-
cessories. My vibe and brand is fun and 
approachable. 

I envision myself 10 years from now, 
owning my company and being a self 
made boss. What does that look like? I 
would pray that I keep fun at the fore-
front so I put together two looks that I 
see reflecting the future me. 

The first look is a dressy lilac tank and 
brown leather pin skirt with a bow. The 
bow represents fun and the colors are 
vibrant and approachable. However, the 
length of the skirt is more business than 
party so it keeps the overall look profes-
sional. I also pulled my hair up because 
I’m very hands-on and I want to be in-
volved and working with all departments 
of my future production company.  
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The second look is a cartoon print body con dress paired with simple, comfortable heels. The cartoon print is somewhat subtle, so 
it comes across as a fashionable abstract pattern. It says “I’m fun and fashion-forward yet approachable while being serious about 
getting things done.” 

You have to manifest your dreams into reality. Look into the mirror every night and tell yourself, “I’m capable, I’m talented and I 
can achieve whatever I want: I am unstoppable,” and then teach yourself to believe it. It is NEVER too soon to start planning your 
future and setting goals for yourself. Every week try to do at least one thing that can directly help benefit your future self.  Growing 
into adulthood doesn’t have to be scary, it can be such a fun journey. Love yourself enough to start molding a future that will fulfill 
you and bring you happiness.
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It is NEVER too soon 
to start planning your 
future and setting 
goals for yourself.
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You have to 
manifest your 

dreams into reality.
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As an entertainer my career in 
the industry began at an early 
age and I’ve always known 
it’s what I want to do. Know-
ing your career at such an age 

really helps prepare for the years ahead and 
planning the next five years. As a pop artist I 
will continue with my music team and hope to 
be with a large record label soon and continue 
making music. After completing high school 
this year my goal is to start college classes on-
line to further my career as an Actor but train 
in Computer Science as well. Those that know 
me well know I love coding, gaming, and all 
advanced technology so my goal is to attend 
a top tech university in the next year or two. 
While completing college I will continue to 
work as an entertainer and further my knowl-
edge in those areas and continue working on 
what I love best. The stage is my life!
 
TTMO: Hello Kolten, thank you for taking 
the time out of your busy schedule to speak 
to us.

KOLTEN: Absolutely! Appreciate it.
 
T: You have solid acting credits to your name 
playing Clifford in the box office Magic Max, 
a role on Lonestar Justice and a guest star on 
Nickelodeons, Drop That Seat, but you are 
also a highly skilled vocalist and musician. 
Do you find that being an actor has enabled 
you to excel in music? Or do you see them as 
separate entities? 

K: Acting definitely came first but as a dancer 
I have always loved music so training as an 
entertainer just kinda felt like the next step 
and came naturally. Over the years I have 
learned to balance them so I see them as sepa-
rate entities. When an acting audition calls for 
singing, that’s a plus. Acting consumes a lot 
of time so when I’m not working on a project 
I focus on my music and the balance keeps 
me busy and moving forward in both areas. 
Entertaining and the stage is everything. I love 
them both!
 
T: You first got into entertainment at a young 
age, at five years old, I believe? Have you al-
ways known that this was your chosen path? 

K: Since I begged my parents for this career 
at such a young age, I do believe I found and 
knew my calling at an early age. 
 
T: How would you describe your signature 
sound?

K: My music has a trap pop feel that ties in 
closely with my style as a dancer.

T: How do you feel your sound is growing/
changing with each release?

K: So many things change with each release 
but I would say the change you can definitely 
notice is my actual voice with each release. As 
a male teen you can definitely hear the voice 
change through the releases when you listen 
to my voice from the beginning to now. I’m 
proud I have worked through it and trained 
hard. It’s really something to look back and 
see the growth in that area.

T: Your last single "Medicine,” was a huge 
success. What message were you hoping to 
send to teenagers with that song?

K: We were really hoping the story behind 
“Medicine” would resonate with a lot of teen-
agers today. Sometimes you have that special 
someone but they’re just not letting you in, or 
even sharing how they feel. You really start to 
feel closed off and just wish they would open 
up so you can help them.

T: Tell us about your new single, “Re-
wind.” What is it about?

K: “Rewind” has a story similar to the 
other songs on my current EP, "Going Un-
der". Teens working on their relationships 
can hopefully relate to this song and oth-
ers. It’s great when you see progress in a 
relationship with someone you care about 
but sometimes setbacks can make you feel 
like your back at square one, kinda like a 
rewind.
 
T: Your music has been taking off amongst 
the pop community, but which track of 
yours means the most to you and why? 

K: Probably “Rewind” because it’s my 
latest release and reflects my life and the 
people in it currently. You can check it out 
at the link below.
 
LINK BELOW for “REWIND”
http://bit.ly/3uSrJ8m

An official interview with rising musical artist, Kolten Kirschke. What does the future hold for him?

GETTING  TO  KNOW
KOLTEN KIRSCHKE

Model
KOLTEN KIRSCHKE
@koltenkirschke

Photographer
JAVI GONZALEZ
@hectorjavier_gonzalez

Stylist
KINDA MAKINI
@kmakini
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T: Do you plan to release any more new music 
in 2021? 

K: Yes! The next single “Going Under” is my 
favorite and the name of the EP. It's scheduled 
to release in August and I'm extremely excited 
to release music for my next EP going into the 
new year. 
 
T: What are some of your favorite hobbies 
when you’re not working?

K: I have always loved to entertain but I do 
train in other areas and other fields in my 
downtime. When I’m not working or training, 
coding, technology, and of course gaming is 
a huge part of my life as well. Some people 
would say it’s too much but for me as long as 
I love doing it the balance is perfect.
 
T: How long have you DJed? What kind of 
tunes do you play?

K: I actually graduated from The DJ School 
of Dallas in 2019 and it is so great getting to 
use my skills in the DJ world as well. Most of 
my tracks for my shows consist of the several 
remixes of oldies, trap, and pop I really like to 
get my beats going!

T: You are a part of social media. Why is that 
such an important way for you to connect with 
your fans?

K: Social media is a great platform to share 
everything and really connect with my fans. 
I hope to inspire them and use it as a way for 
them to reach out. 

T: What would you like to say to everyone 
who is a fan and supporter of you and your 
work? 

K: Just want to say thank you to all my fans 
for all your support; it means the world. You 
guys really keep me motivated to make new 
music and continue what I love. I really ap-
preciate you guys!
 
 
T: Lastly, and a random question, if you could 
have any superpower, what would it be and 
why?  

K: Super speed- I could get more done, travel 
the world, and time would slow down.
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Just want to say thank 
you to all my fans 

for all your support; 
it means the world. 
You guys really keep 
me motivated to 

make new music and 
continue what I love.
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Kolten Trivia Questions 
 
1. Name and year of first single ever released:  

“Let Me Know” 2018

2.  First professional film/tv acting role (char-
acter name and title of show or film):

Zar on Hulu’s Future Man 

3.  Name of first pet (and what type of pet is 
it):

Snow, my Brown Point Ragdoll 

4. First public singing performance (what 
year, and a very brief story about it):  

My first ever live performance was in 2015 
for an AMTC convention in Orlando, Flor-
ida with a large audience of about 1,500 
people. It’s an experience I will never for-
get and the beginning of my career for sure!

5. First sport ever played (what age did you 
start and do you still do it):  

I started playing soccer at the age of 3 com-
petitively and still continue to play indoor 
soccer in my free time but do not compete 
anymore.

 
Follow KOLTEN KIRSCHKE:
@koltenkirschke

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS
https://www.instagram.com/koltenkirschke
https://twitter.com/koltenkirschke 
https://www.facebook.com/Kolten-Kirschke
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If humanity doesn't make better choices today, Gen Z will face a very inhospitable future.

W E  C R E A T E
TOMORROW

OUR  OWN

I 
thought a lot about what positive 
things I could shoot for our mes-
sage this month. The truth is, for 
me, the future is a little scary. I'm 
not 100% sure what my career 

path is, I'm not 100% sure Gen Z is ready 
to run the world, and I'm not 100% sure 
the world will be around for us to run.
With this shoot, I wanted to cre-

ate images that demonstrate what 
the world could be like in the future 
if we don't take care of our planet 
and work MUCH harder to get along. 
2020 was hard and made me realize 
that there are so many dangers to hu-
manity out there naturally. Diseases, 
natural disasters, asteroids colliding 
with earth; man, I could worry about 
so many things. But you know what 

I don't want to worry about? I don't 
want to worry about hateful people. 
I don't want to worry about countries 
fighting amongst themselves, I don't 
want to worry about the possibility 
of civil war in my own country! I also 
don't want to worry about our plan-
et becoming so ruined by humanity 
and what we have carelessly done 
to it that it won't survive my lifetime. 
 If we don't work together to create 

unity amongst ourselves both nation-
ally and globally, more ugly wars will 
happen. Hate will cause us to kill one 
another over things that could have 
been resolved if pride was set aside. 
Scientists say we have 12 years to 

curb our emissions , ocean pollution 
and wastefulness in order to save 

our planet from becoming a place 
that is no longer human-friendly. Cli-
mate change will affect all of us. Pol-
lution will affect all of us. Food and 
water shortages will affect all of us. I 
read the other day that by 2050, if we 
don't get it together, the earth will 
become a place with 2 classes: those 
who can flee and those who can't. 
So this shoot portrays a vision of 

the future that I REALLY hope we 
don't face. An apocalypse not created 
by any God, but created by man be-
cause we have not solved our issues. 
Instead, we ignored all of the warn-
ings. We continued to choose indul-
gence over responsibility. We chose 
hate over peace. I truly hope we don't 
end up in a world where we are con-

Model
AVERY STEVENS
    @averyannstevens

Photographer
JULIEN KIBLER
@julien_kibler_studio
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stantly struggling just to survive. I 
want these pictures to evoke feel-
ings of abandon and desolation. 
I want people to look at these 

images and think, "I don't want to 
live in a world that looks like that."
I will always try to live my life in 

a way that exemplifies love for oth-
ers and love for the planet we live 
on. I am not sure all of humanity 
will ever be on the same page as 
far as universal love goes. But I re-
ally feel like that is what we need 
so that future generations can con-
tinue to enjoy this planet and not 
just be left to fight for survival on it.  
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I truly hope we don't end 
up in a world where we 
are constantly struggling 

just to survive.
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Model
MADISON PARTEE
    @madison_partee

Photographer
JOHN GRADY
    @john_grady_photography

FASHION
 S P O T L I G H T
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MODELS
ARIANNA HAILEY
    @itsari.elise
AVERY STEVENS
    @averyannstevens
BELLA FENOGLIO
    @bellafenoglio
JOSLYNN BELL
    @bruhitsjoslynn
MORGAN KRIZEK
    @modelmorganraine

PHOTOGRAPHERS
IVAN FLORES
    @iflo.photo
ALLEN ENT
    @ent.portraits
BRITTANIE MARION
    @eagletonphotography
HECTOR VARELA
    @onixiv3
MILIND KOTHARE
    @milindsimages
PAUL MILLSAPS
    @pmillsaps
SERVANDO MORALES
    @servandomorales_

MAKEUP FOR JOSLYNN
SALLY ALVAREZ
    @sallyarkbeauty

Featuring photography from our vintage-inspired workshop with a modern 
take on this popular look.

MODERN
Marie Antoinette

JOSLYNN BELL
Photo by IVAN FLORES
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Photos by IVAN FLORES
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AVERY STEVENS
Photos by IVAN FLORES
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Photo by HECTOR VARELAPhoto by BRITTANIE MARION
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MORGAN KRIZEK
Photos by IVAN FLORES
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Photo by SERVANDO MORALES
Photo by ALLEN ENT
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ARIANNA HAILEY
Photos by PAUL MILLSAPS
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Photo by BRITTANIE MARION 

Photo by MILIND KOTHARE
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BELLA FENOGLIO
Photos by IVAN FLORES
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Photo by IVAN FLORES
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